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Abstract
Despite the primacy of labour in life, mainstream scholars in economics and other disciplines
have looked down upon labour studies as a peripheral subject and labour researchers as those
who are kind of too mentally retarded to pursue top-end intellectual labour, but is doing labour
research easy? In this note, we point out the hellish experience we had gone through in
conducting a research project on mapping labour relations, in the fieldwork tradition, in an
automobile production chain in Northern India.
Keywords: Labour studies, fieldwork tradition, production chain, mapping labour relations,
experiential difficulties
1. Introduction
How labour relations management is changing in economic development that has been
affected by neoliberal economic policies since the late 1980s, is a topical down to earth issue
(see Jilberto and Reithof, 2002), if not a topic of utmost intellectual importance. In this
connection, in the Indian context, Parry (1999) and Breman (1999a, 1999b) have lamented, and
lamented profusely, the poverty of the fieldwork tradition in the study of industrial labour in the
formal as well as informal sector. Detailed accounts of industrial work regimes and of social
relations on the shop floor, as they rightly point out, are largely missing mainly because so little
ethnography of the kind done by, for example, Sheth (1968), Panjwani (1984), Ramaswamy
(1983), Holmstrom (1976, 1984) and Breman (1994, 1996) has ever been done even as there is
need to pay more attention to the ideas and interests of the workers themselves.
Parry (1999) and Breman (1999a, 1999b) are absolutely right but they must know all the
same that entering factories to do ethnographic work is impossible anywhere in India as, for
example, even Assistant Labour Commissioners in Mumbai are having tough time to enter the
factories and there are incidents of them getting beaten up; nevertheless, those interested in
accounts of realities of work based on fieldwork would be somewhat pleased to know that the
very recent research on labour in global as also national production chains in India is a
somewhat welcome development to overcome the above lacunae in industrial labour research in
India (see, for example, Posthuma and Nathan eds. 2010). More specifically, in relation to
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research on Indian automobile workers, the gripping study by Suresh (2010) in South India
“draws from two rounds of field studies carried out in the Chennai region in December 2006 and
in October 2007. The first round focused on the labour institutions in Tamil Nadu and tried to
investigate how the reforms-induced-adjustments have affected the labour regulations
mechanism in the state. The sector-specific data on the automobile supply base was collected
during the second round. The field interviews covered respondents from nearly all constitutive
segments of this integrated industry including the components manufacturing firms of different
sizes and capacities, the workers of different employment statuses, industry associations of
varying sub-sectors and strength, and the trade unions.” And the wonderful study by Awasthi et
al. (2010) on the workers in the auto-components cluster in Punjab in Northern India was based
on a field survey of 183 micro-small-medium enterprises and around 125 workers. As they say:
“One cannot claim the study to be inclusive unless opinion of the workers, who constitute the
prime focus of the study, is sought. The focus group discussion (FGD) method was employed to
collect information from the workers. In all, nine FGDs were conducted during the course of the
study…These FGDs were conducted in their habitat to provide them a free environment so that
they do not hesitate to open up. In all, 124 workers participated in the FGDs (usually, 12-15
workers were present in each FGD).” Our own study on labour relations in Indian automobile
industry (Bose 2012) was conceived much earlier than these studies, in the late 1990s but its
execution in the field suffered hellish problems of non-response and delay which we would like
to share with the reader who could be a potential researcher on the same lines.
2.

Research Methodology and Experiential Difficulties

Our research strategy was rooted in the inductive approach in terms of the qualitative
method of fieldwork which facilitates anthropological nearness to the factory people who matter
as informants. The inspiration to do the field work was drawn from what Ramaswamy (1977)
had emphasised long time ago---the value of the sociological method of “roughing it out” in the
field: “Humble down-to-earth empiricism is the need of the hour in Indian labour studies.” The
inspiration was also drawn from what Standing (Undated), as the Director of the SocioEconomic Security Programme of the ILO, had remarked thus: “One of the founding fathers of
modern economics, Alfred Marshall, in discussing how to understand the functioning of the
economy, urged his followers, „Go into the factory‟. Too few social scientists have done so, to
the detriment of their disciplines and policymaking. A century later, a great deal can still be
learned by probing the dynamics of firms, as they emerge, grow, die or are regenerated. This is
particularly the case with respect to labour issues. Surprisingly, relatively little is known about
labour dynamics, and much reliance by policymakers and analysts is placed on anecdotal
material and unverified statements. In spite of globalisation, the local labour market is still
where work and development take place” (emphasis in italics ours).
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Our unit of analysis was the business organisation or enterprise in terms of its factory. This
was so because it is business organisations which make decisions regarding capital investments,
manufacturing techniques, union or non-union labour contracts, creation or elimination of jobs,
work organisation, training programmes for skills enhancement, incentive system, etc. The
concept of labour relations (referring to labour contracting, the way work is organised and
governed and the nature of reward and incentive systems, labour-management relations, etc.) that
links business organisations with their employees, shows the embeddedness of labour relations in
the specific business organisational contexts (Kalleberg 1990). Our field work was based on
neither single case (enterprise) nor a large survey of enterprises but on a reasonably large number
of multiple cases from which primary information—qualitative and quantitative--was gathered
through multiple methods involving primary collection of quantitative and qualitative
information by way of open-ended interviews, semi-ethnographic observations, and semistructured questionnaires in relation to workers, trade unionists and employers in the car and
motor cycle producers and their component firms in the National Capital Territory region in and
around Delhi. We used this multiple case, multiple methods approach at each level of
subcontracting in the production chain as it suited our purpose of discovering somewhat in detail
the horizontal commonalities and differentia specifica among enterprises in the horizontally and
vertically segmented labour relations in the production chain. And this approach suited very well
our objective of “finding out fast” (see Thomas et al. 1998) if there were any “high road” or
generous or commendable labour relations in the context of intensified competition among
industrial firms in the production chains of the Indian automobile industry. That we could not
“find out fast”, i.e. within a year of fieldwork, is a different matter which needs to be elaborated,
to which we turn now.
Based on the literature survey, we developed semi-structured questionnaires for employers
and for workers/union leaders; the rather long questionnaire for employers (lead firms and
subcontractors)—constituting a brochure of around 50 pages—sought to collect basic
information of the enterprises along with their markets and competitiveness, manufacturing
effectiveness, modernisation policies and practices, implementation mechanisms for new
productivity and quality techniques including supplier strategy and inter-firm competencies
management and, more importantly, labour relations strategies. And the questionnaire for
workers/union leaders sought to collect information on the five components of labour relations,
viz. work organisation and worker participation; labour contracts and staffing arrangements;
skills, training and motivation; remuneration and compensation; and worker organisation and
labour-management relations. It also included information about work history, migration, present
living environment, wages and working conditions, responses to modernising changes, if any, in
the labour process, attitudes towards unionisation, relations with union leadership, etc.
Interviews with workers and union leaders would extract information about the origin of union,
problems faced by it, the issues of bargaining, responses to managerial strategies for
competitiveness, and to the role of the State, etc.
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Armed with these questionnaires, we also hoped that we would be able to personally do
inspection of firms‟ own documentation, collective agreements, and union records; that we
would be permitted plant visits and direct observation of shopfloor activities; and that we would
be able to do formal and informal interviews/discussions with the relevant “key informants”
inside and outside the workplaces. The objective was to reduce respondent errors and bias by
covering all relevant perspectives of all levels of management, union representatives, engineers,
technicians, shopfloor workers, government officials (e.g. at the Assistant Labour
Commissioner‟s office) and the officials of the industry and tier-based supplier associations, if
any. However, this cross-checking requirement of academic research had undone us in terms of
too much of wastage of time and money involved in commuting long distances towards
industrial belts and meeting in vain with the respondents other than the workers. Had we stuck to
interviewing workers only and started this process first instead of attempts at approaching the
managers which turned out to be nothing but “desert like experience and waiting”, we would
have completed our field work within a year instead of almost five years during 1999-2004. Too
much effort and time wastage for too little information obtained characterized much of our field
work labouring.
That we thought we would succeed smoothly in executing the multiple case study approach
despite the cautioning that it is “more of an art than a science” with “lack of well-established
protocols”, and “many potential trappings for the unwary” in accessing the gatekeepers of
information and capitalising on the snowball effects through them (Kitay and Callus 1998),
turned out, with hindsight, to be very naive. It was not that we were not conscious of at least two
potential problems in doing research of this kind. The first one concerns the personal insecurities
that develop around seeking access and fearing rebuff. Formal permission for study is next to
impossible to get and no management can give access to official records (Ramaswamy 1988),
and freely talk about the sensitive aspects of their supplier and labour strategies. Secondly, how
to investigate workers‟ views, especially in the absence of unions in much of the supply chain? It
was also quite revealing for us, before we embarked on the field work, to read Daniels‟ (1983)
frank account of the personal difficulties, including ethical dilemmas, that one is very likely to
encounter while doing field work and how persistence pays off somehow. It was also not that we
did not heed pieces of good advice. For example, Interviewing small industry workers in groups
may be counterproductive, and so one-to-one interviewing is desirable since some employees
can act as surveillance agents for employers. Or that panel discussions with workers would be
useful in understanding the nuances of shopfloor relations (labour control mechanisms) and
gathering data regarding working conditions.
Our hopes and expectations turned out to be wishful thinking due to the following problems
we had encountered. We mailed our questionnaire for employers to all the auto assemblers in
India to see who would support our project. None replied positively except Toyota Kirloskar
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Motor near Bangalore. But we could not benefit from this company‟s invitation due to its
locational disadvantage for us in Delhi with a severe budget constraint. A lot of time and money
was already wasted in contacting the top/middle management of Maruti-Suzuki. Even using big
influence in terms of contacting them through a powerful middleman between Government of
India and Suzuki Motor of Japan, known to a top journalist friend of ours, turned out to be of not
much help—the No.3 man of the company (Director, Engineering) quipping all the same:
“Whose man are you? ”. All the letters of introduction from the supervisory professors of the
Institute of Social Studies, The Hague and the local supervisory professor from Management
Development Institute, Gurgaon, in charge of our fieldwork, were of no use. Without knowing
the names of the managers, it was almost impossible to get prior appointments. And prior
appointments made with great difficulty to meet company officials were most often not
honoured. The public relations manager of Maruti-Suzuki, India‟s biggest car maker, who was
incidentally a Cambridge University returned graduate, took pride in claiming this company as
“more Japanese than the Japanese” and rejected extending cooperation to our project. Probably
he alluded to the ultra secretiveness of the company as a policy matter. Later we came to know
from the company‟s labour union that this company had in the past permitted only a Japanese
girl to do a management related research project inside the factory. Only one top manager of this
company interacted with us to some extent, that too because of the fact that his mother tongue,
Telugu, is the same as ours. The Manager, Corporate Planning, of this company took pride in
saying that even a student from the London Business School was denied access to MarutiSuzuki.
How the human resource managers avoid the researcher as it happened in our case, is a most
pathetic testimony to the HR function of modern factory management. Most HR managers do not
have an authentic public face. All that they do seems to be ugly repetitive fire fighting in the
face of labour troubles. In many sites, the personnel managers came up to the security post, told
us to give a written application and promised to call back but there was no response later on.
Even a letter from the Secretary, Ministry of Labour, Government of India to the Labour
Commissioner, Government of Haryana was of no use in facilitating contacts. That the auto
companies such as Hyundai India are very secretive, was also revealed to us in a personal email
from Prof. C.S. Venkata Ratnam of the International Management Institute, New Delhi.
Similarly, none except one second-line subcontractor from Tamil Nadu responded to our mailed
questionnaire which was despatched to all the medium and large auto component firms listed in
the Indian Automative Industry Buyers’ Guide 1998 as brought out by the Automotive
Components Manufacturers Association (ACMA). These firms are mostly concentrated in the
Northern, Western and Southern regions of the country. The Assistant Director of the
Automotive Component Manufacturers Association (ACMA), New Delhi, refused cooperation
unless the labour aspects of the study were dropped, and instead the research was refocused on a
problem beyond ACMA‟s control—the burgeoning spurious parts industry, and the corruption of
spurious parts getting mixed with OEM parts, a big embarrassment for the industry bosses and
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bureaucrats in front of the foreign customers. The proposal of ACMA‟s Assistant Director was
nothing but a one-way ticket to get killed in the underground, godforsaken counterfeit parts
industry.
We got hold of a list of auto-component firms via the Gurgaon Industrial Directory 1999,
from the Gurgaon Industrial Association, but none of them replied to our request. It was evident
that the method of mailed questionnaires was utterly useless in the Indian context. We could also
get a list of Maruti-Suzuki‟s vendors in Haryana and Faridabad from union leaders at the lead
firms or first-line subcontractors. We could make some contacts with managers in auto
subcontract companies by meeting them at the Management Development Institute, Gurgaon
where they were doing part-time MBA. With the exception of a nice experience with the HR
managers of a first-line subcontractor in Ghaziabad, and somewhat cooperation from lower level
managers in some firms, who were open-minded in responding to our queries, generally it was
very disheartening to find non-cooperation from the high level managers. That „labour
conditions‟ is too sensitive an issue, like sexual matters of privacy such as the AIDS disease, for
employers and their managers to talk about, we did not know before embarking on the
fieldwork, although Lee (1993) says that it is better to learn to manage sensitive issues than to
avoid them by pursuing only safe lines of research. The point is that learning by doing in this
regard can be very costly as it was in our case. Labour inspectors too did not open up. A young
labour inspector whom we met in Gurgaon, with great difficulty, at his residence, thanks to a tipoff from a union leader, had a lavish living standard that could not be explained in terms of his
monthly salary of around Rs. 8,000 to 10,000. But he could at least say to us frankly that
monitoring was not possible as the authorities at the top had given up, and that inspecting had
given way to facilitating entrepreneurship even if it is polluting for the society in any respect.
Live and let live. Period, and adios !
More importantly, the comprehensive fabrication of our questionnaires which was driven by
the literature we had read, turned out to be a barrier in that they were very long and nobody could
spare time to give information accordingly. Hypotheses testing could have been done had the
firms responded to these questions. Although the questionnaires were meant to get information
on a standardized basis to be compared across all the sample cases, there was too much of
unevenness of quantitative information obtained mostly from middle management or production
engineers/supervisors, that too in a few firms. The smaller firms did not maintain records.
Further, we found most of the respondents to be unable to respond to our lean manufacturing
terminology based questions and this made us wonder about what kind of questions to ask or
even how to frame questions properly. In some cases, the employers were outright hostile. For
example, the personnel managers of Munjal Showa, a leading first-line subcontractor, and
famous for its harsh, predatory labour conditions, called the security guards and alerted the
police and asked us to pack off as quickly as possible as soon as they came to know that we
entered their factory premises on the recommendation of a previous union leader who was kicked
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out. They even threatened that they would smash our research project by e-mailing to all the
auto companies about our venture of interviewing workers and managers! The truth is that it was
impossible to enter any factory unless there was a union and one of its office bearers took the
author of this study inside. Each factory was like a prison safe-guarded by the security guards
who themselves were contract workers on the move from one factory to another. The guards of
the multinational company called Group 4 Securitas were indeed uncouth and ruthless. Delphi,
which is said to be the largest auto parts producer in the world, much bigger than many final
assemblers, and which is also present in Gurgaon, gives an “operating manual” to its employees
in which under Working Discipline/Code of Conduct while on Duty, the company lists out 116
ways of behaviour of employees that could draw the vindictive attention of the company, among
which there are two listings as follows: “30. Disclosing to any unauthorised person(s) any
information in regard to the working or process of the industrial establishment which comes into
the possession of the worker during the course of his/her work. 87. Taking photograph or giving
information to any unauthorised person/persons about the factory building or any plant or
machinery or any compartment or part thereof or section or office without obtaining prior written
permission of the management or the manager.” No wonder that the employees of this company
were so afraid of entertaining researchers like us.
Searching for workers to interview at the lower end of the production chain was literally like
walking in the wilderness in a spiritual sense and mortally risky as well. At the bottom of the
subcontracting chain, one day as the author of this study was walking by, alone, in an alley of
tiny units--in a place called Devi Lal Colony (named after an ex-Chief Minister of Haryana)
which is the place of booming household industry--some of which were locked from outside and
yet the sound of machines could be heard as coming from inside, he was beaten up by some
people (resulting in loss of one molar tooth) who mistook him for some government official on
stroll to expose their illegal existence. We decided to close our fieldwork soon after this incident.
And by that time almost 5 years of toil—nay, Kafkaesque „investigations of a dog‟-- in the field
had gone down the drain of wandering around very far-off factories, hunting for respondents and
gathering information. Some of the workers at the top end of the production chain that we met
and stayed overnight at their residences had living spaces better than that of the author of this
study. But words cannot describe the appalling conditions of the places where most of the
workers lived, to which we went for interviewing. Our interviewing also took place in public
parks, at the tea shops close to factories, at the „dhabas‟, at their residential holes and other odd
places, and in a hurry most of the time. At some factories, during the short break time that was
given, hundreds of workers rush out to closeby shops for a smoke or eatable and soon rush into
factories in a frenzy like a pack of conditioned animals, and it is impossible to eye, leave alone
meet them. But in some cases, we were fortunate to conduct „group discussion‟ with sets of
many workers, permanent and non-permanent.
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We could get some idea of many factories only after many follow-up interviews. In a few
cases at the bottom of the chain, the contact was a spot one, for a short-while which was all the
same good enough to reveal some reality of work at that level. Most workers did not have even
the luxury of reflecting on what‟s happening to them in and out of factories. And by that time
(we were beaten up) too, we had covered a lot of ground in reaching the bottom of the multilayered subcontracting system that we discovered.
To sum up, we completed our field work and obtained information not in a way to satisfy any
requirements of academic „scientism‟ or statistical significance, but in order to unravel labour
relations scenario in a production chain as revealed mostly by the workers and their
representatives and in some cases the production engineers/supervisors whose condition itself
was no better or even worse than that of workers. The hostility or indifference or secretiveness of
the employers that we encountered was itself a good indication of the low-road labour practices
in their firms which they did not want the outside world to know. Insofar as little of the research
that was already done on our topic had involved direct interviews with workers, we take pride in
saying that our toiling efforts were good enough to give a snap-shot, cross-sectional view of the
labour relations among factories in the auto production chain that we discovered despite all the
show-off, rhetoric or silence or even hostility of the employers in the automotive industry in
Delhi National Capital Region.
Most of the workers cooperated with us hoping that their voices would perhaps be heard in a
system where, as they perceived, there was no one to listen to their predicaments, and to be a
worker, especially at the lower end of the production chain was worse than a dog even as many
of them did not know that the dictatorship of competition of a war of all against all in general
and a dog-eat-dog world of auto producers in particular was flowing through the synapses of the
global and national production chains down to them. Wherever we engaged the workers in
groups, we could see their hyper anger flaring up in abusive language against the politicians and
employers of the country. Abusive language, heavily rooted in biology, is, of course, integral to
the working class culture everywhere and it is a moot question whether it promotes their cause.
The politicians and employers, and neoliberal economists too, of this country and elsewhere
must listen prayerfully to these abusive flare-ups but had we put a tape recorder in front of them
to suck all that into a tape, they would not even have talked to us, leave alone flaring up
spontaneously. We dropped the idea of using tape recorder and video camera as they spooked
some of the workers we met and proved counterproductive as the workers withdrew from us.
Telephonic interviews, genuine ethnography, focussed group discussions, use of tape
recorders, video cameras and the like, that some Western scholars do and use, all sound like
psychedelic music but were impossible luxuries in our fieldwork circumstances.
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However, a problem with our worker interviews was that most of the workers, even the
ones with ITI (Industrial Training Institute) qualifications, were not articulate about the labour
process in their factories and most of them did not know the language of Taylorism/Fordism and
JIT/TQM. Another problem was that at times they were given to hyperbole about exploitation
without any substantiation. Additionally, most of them including union leaders in the supply
chain did not know the „unfair labour practices‟ in terms of the violation of labour laws of the
land that applied to them. The legal ignorance of the workers/union leaders in the supply chain
had become a source of money making for middlemen of all kinds, left and right, that we saw,
especially in the hustle and bustle around the labour courts. And some of these, including leftist
leaders, played a double game by taking money from management too.
While doing fieldwork, in a context of conflict wherein „legal‟ is made out to be „illegal‟
and vice-versa, many a time, on request from union leaders and workers in the supply chain, we
had to hunt for Hindi translations of Indian labour laws, as brought out, for example, by Indian
Social Institute, New Delhi, and make them available to the independent union leaders at our
cost.
Although a researcher is supposed to be neutral and dispassionate in relating to
respondents, this criterion of research methodology is too academic, nay plastic, to get
organically nearer to the workers. While doing fieldwork, we got thickly entangled in the
protracted struggles and resistance of workers against their employers. That was the way for us
to get emotionally closer to the workers who would not open up unless they were sure of the
researcher‟s genuine concern for them. An oft-repeated question from almost all the workers,
that we met, to us was: “You are doing this study for your own benefit; how will your study
benefit us?” Frankly, we did not have a convincing answer apart from saying that the outside
world must know what‟s happening to them. Sometimes this even led to suspension of fieldwork
due to our depression on account of this ethical dilemma.
Workers were not spontaneous in talking about their factories also due to fear that
persists due to some common legendary stories in Gurgaon about gun shoot-outs in some
factories (e.g. Orient Craft, India‟s largest garment exporting house) or some notorious guntoting employers (e.g. Prestige Kitchen Appliances), or the unreported cases of workers or their
leaders getting beaten up or lynched or killed inside and/or outside some factories, sometimes
even in big factories such as Maruti-Suzuki's, which have become part of their collective sharing
and memory. The use of cheap contract „goons‟ or bouncers or criminals to intimidate or thrash
or kill is on the rise. The worldwide method of arranged vehicular hit and run is also quite
used—like the way the heroine as a textile mill union leader gets killed in the movie Norma
Rae—for example, on the Delhi-Jaipur Highway which has got hundreds and hundreds of
factories on either side of the road. Disciplining and punishing assertive workers even beyond
the factories through lumpen or criminal sourcing is very cheap and the easiest thing to do, and
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not surprisingly, the riskiness of the fieldwork increases with the rising randomness of the
search for respondents at the lower end of the production chain from the second level of
subcontracting.
3. Conclusion
As a final reflection out of experiential learning, we feel that this kind of study is very risky
and cannot and should not be undertaken by a single researcher without a decent scholarship and
without a mafiaso godfather; it can only be handled by a group of institutional researchers with a
fat budget to employ many research assistants and with approval from the industry
associations/top management of the companies. But this may succeed in getting only a
managerial perspective. Workers‟ perspective cannot be obtained without “roughing it out” in
the field and getting frank, fearless and unpaid feedback from the workers. Unlike some
researchers, we did not pay anybody for response. And except for 2 or 3 interviews with workers
which were taken separately by our research assistant, we were personally involved in interacting
with all the respondents.
It is easy to look down upon down-to-earth labour research, especially as it happens in the
arrogant neoclassical economics profession (see Papola 1999), but it is not easy to do labour
research, and it is dangerous in the sense that powerful businesses can victimise the academics
who expose their negative side. It is not surprising therefore that although Business Ethics or
Corporate Social Responsibility is taught as a branch of management in Indian B-schools, most
of the professors therein have not done any worthwhile research to expose the sordid business
practices in India. Instead, most of them along with most mainstream economists tend to take
pride in being the cheer-leaders of business and finance.
To conclude, our essential concern was to find out whether and how good labour relations
were created between employers and workers in a sustained manner in terms of their own
perceptions, and do the reporting by engaging in some sort of conversation with the reader
(Booth et al. 1995). Despite the above drawbacks and difficulties of our field work, there is no
gainsaying its potency to reveal the ground realities of work and work relations in the Delhi NCR
region that we had eventually discovered (see Bose 2012; JCB and Pratap 2012), which we
believe hold good, by and large, in the other Indian industrial landscapes as well.
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